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Reports

Chairperson’s Report
Warren Hicks ESM

Well another year has gone past and although most
units have experienced a quiet spell or two, it has been
a busy year. I therefore hope that as many of you as possible had
an enjoyable and Merry Christmas spending these festive times
with family and friends, rather than responding to incidents. At this
time of year when the focus is on giving it is also a time to reflect on
the unselfishness of volunteers who help out in any way they can.
The number of inter and intra state deployments undertaken by the
SES in 2011 highlights just how unselfish SES volunteers are every
day of the year.
The New Year is also traditionally a time to reflect on the
previous year and set goals for the new. To say the service is about
to undergo significant changes would
be a bit of an understatement. However,
these changes are vital if the service is to
continue to exist in future years. In these
tough financial times, governments are
looking to save money wherever they can
and unless the SES can prove that it has
a role to play in providing an efficient, well
trained volunteer service, then there will be
calls from outside the Service for others to
do the jobs we currently do.
The discussion paper on a merger of
some units, currently circulating through
the SES and CFS ranks is proof that the
pressure is upon all and with a review of the
Emergency Services Act not far off, we can expect a bit more of
these types of proposals and discussions.
Another potential issue for the Association is the changes to
the Occupational Health and Safety regulations as the Federal
Government attempts to standardise legislation across the states
and territories at this stage it is unclear how this will impact on
volunteers, either in extra training or in increased paperwork.

“

Our Association, your SASESVA, has recently been contacted
by our interstate colleagues with the view of creating a National
SES volunteers body. At this stage it has only involved emails and
a teleconference, with the hope to have a face-to-face meeting
early this year. The initial discussions have highlighted a number of
common issues across the states and territories, so it may be time
to form together to provide a voice to the Federal Government on
matters affecting SES volunteers and local communities.
The Association has recently held its AGM (12th November
2011) and my Annual Report is included for all to read. The AGM
was followed by a two-day committee meeting, which gave your
volunteer representatives valuable time to discuss issues and
provide feedback on a range of topics
important to SES volunteers.
On the Saturday 12th November, many
of the committee attended the SES Life
Membership Dinner, to acknowledge the
commitment of those volunteers who have
donated a large part of their life to the
SES. It also allowed the Association the
opportunity and a forum to announce the
winners of the Association’s Keith Lane
Award, Colin and Judy Schriever from
Strathalbyn Unit. I would like to thank Chris
Beattie for inviting the committee to the
awards dinner and allowing the Association
to be a part of the awards ceremony.
So the New Year begins, and with it more opportunities for
staff and volunteers to build on improving the Service. But, I ask
that you get involved with the discussions that are taking place.
The outcomes will affect you so you need to have a say. If you can’t
do it directly pass your comments on to one of your Association
representatives so they can pass it on. Be part of the solution not a
part of the problem.
The Volunteers’ Association will continue to get involved
reminding politicians, the media and State Headquarters staff
that volunteers and their views are important, and volunteers need
support to do their job in the community. This is what we are here
to do, so make use of the Association, let us know how you feel,
your ideas to improve the Service and how we can help you. I look
forward to hearing your views this year.
Until next time,
Stay safe.

I ask that
you get
involved with the
discussions that
are taking place.
The outcomes will
affect you so you
need to have a say.
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Chief Officer’s
Report
Chris Beattie

The New Year has arrived and I hope that all members
enjoyed a safe and relaxing Christmas period. Festivities
aside, it’s been a busy quarter for SASES both within the State as
well as on the national front with quite a number of milestones and
achievements throughout the period. There has also been a significant
number of individuals from within the Service recognised across a
broad range of community and service award programs over the last
three months. Many of these members are showcased in this edition
of Frontline, but from the outset and on behalf of the entire Service my
congratulations go to all those who were honoured with a local, state
or national award, inducted as Life Members, or were recipients of
the other community service or Association based awards.
With summer in full swing, it is timely to reflect on our agency’s
role in relation to extreme heat. Although the weather has so far been
mild, there is an ever present risk of an extended period of heat which
can have catastrophic consequences for the health and safety of our
community. Heatwaves have killed more people in Australia than any
other natural hazard over the last 200 years. The most recent South
Australian experience with severe heat occurred in January 2009 when
a heat wave impacted across south-eastern Australia. This event may
have contributed to the sudden deaths of up to 61 people in Adelaide
alone and over 374 deaths in Victoria. The heatwave precipitated a
breakdown of electricity distribution and public transport systems
and ambulance paramedics were inundated with an unusually high
number of heat-related call-outs, treating more than double the summer
daily average. As the Control Agency and Hazard Leader for extreme
heat, SASES has a weighty responsibility and work is ongoing to better
develop our public communication and information products as well
as to consider how we might enhance preparedness arrangements
for a whole-of-community response to very severe events.
If it’s not sizzling, it pours – and the Service is continuing to grapple
with the implications from the findings from Queensland and Victorian
reviews into flood response capacity and capabilities. Most recently,
on 8 December 2011, the Victorian Minister for Police & Emergency
Services publicly released the final report of the review of the 2010-11
Flood Warnings and Response. This is a comprehensive report which
addresses many issues and details 93 recommendations. The report
emphasises the need for robust overarching frameworks and policy
arrangements for command, control and coordination during major
flood events as well as for integrated risk specific contingency planning
at the township-, regional- and state-levels, including capacity and
preparedness to protect both public and private critical infrastructure.
The importance of accurate and timely warnings has once again been
emphasised as being critical in saving lives and mitigation of property
damage. The recommendations from the Victorian report, along with
the 175 recommendations arising from the interim report from the
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Commission of Inquiry into the 2011 Queensland floods, provide a
useful reference for SASES to consider the adequacy of our current
capabilities and capacity. In this sense the findings from these reviews
provide a prism through which current community and government
expectations can be considered given a South Australian context. Over
the coming weeks we will undertaking further work on the implications
of these findings to identify where there are gaps or opportunities
to improve our collective flood management capabilities.
On a lighter note, the Service now has a new Minister with the
Hon. Jennifer Rankine MP being appointed on 21 October 2011 to
lead a broad portfolio encompassing our emergency services sector,
police, correctional services, road safety and multicultural affairs.
Already, Minister Rankine has demonstrated considerable interest in
the work of SASES volunteers and has attended a number of events,
including the most recent Volunteer Employer Recognition Support
Program awards night. Minister Rankine has had significant ministerial
experience in dealing with the aftermaths of disasters and has a
strong empathy for and understanding of the volunteer ethos. On
behalf of all members of the Service I welcome her to the new role.
SASES, alongside SES colleagues around Australia,
celebrated National SES Week from 7-13 November 2011 to
recognise the contributions and incredible work of the combined
27,000 SES volunteers nation-wide. The theme this year was
‘Volunteering in all Conditions’ with a focus on a year of record
breaking, flood, storm, and even earthquake activity.
A number of local- and state-led activities were held across South
Australia including the Life Memberships Awards dinner. This annual
event is held to recognise and mark the induction of new life members
who have provided 35 years of diligent service to the SASES and I
congratulate Geoff Weidenhoffer, Louise Reynolds, Colin Sandercock
and Christopher Rowley on achieving this impressive milestone.
Congratulations also go to Colin & Judy Schriever, Strathalbyn SES
Unit who were awarded the 2011 Keith Lane award on the night by the
President of the SASES Volunteers Association. On the national front,
there were a number of activities including a special awards ceremony
which was held in Brisbane on 13 November 2011 to recognise the
interstate SES assistance provided to Queensland during the 2011
Floods and Tropical Cyclone Yasi events. Many of you will recall that
SASES sent over 216 people on seven taskforce deployments into the
impact areas of Queensland as part of the national response effort.
Andrea Butler from the Whyalla SES Unit attended the ceremony and
proudly accepted a certificate of appreciation from the Queensland
Government as South Australia’s representative. As part of this
national awards event a special video was produced which may be
viewed online at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViKsrV5mUdU.
One of the highlights of the last four months has been the
launch of the Service’s new Strategic Directions Framework for
2011-15. The framework outlines our vision, mission and values
and identifies our priority goals and actions over the next four years.
Importantly, the framework underpins the structural reform of the
SASES and sets the planning environment at state- and unit-levels. The
framework endeavours to meet the many challenges that the service faces
including the increasing number of natural weather events and escalating
operational demands on the SASES. It highlights how the Service intends
to support and develop its people and introduces new systems, initiatives
and approaches to ensure we are well managed and resourced into the
future. It’s available from the SASES website and members only web area
and I strongly encourage all members to have a read and think about
the actions and activities that can be undertaken at your local unit
level to help contribute towards the Service’s mission and vision.
This will be an exciting and important year for SASES and I look
forward to working with my team of dedicated and professional
staff and volunteers to support and grow the organisation.
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Executive Officer’s Report
Susan Caracoussis

When I commenced with the SASESVA, SA volunteers had just
returned from Newcastle and I quickly learnt about the
significant, yet I still feel, highly underrated role of emergency
sector volunteers and this belief still hasn’t changed.
Since Newcastle, we’ve continued to have major deployments:
Victorian and Western Australian hailstorms, Victorian Bushfires,
Queensland floods and cyclone, Victorian Floods and even New Zealand.
In South Australia taskings have increased over the last decade to
such an extent, I wonder how we sometimes cope. In the last 18 months
we’ve had Penola, Stockport and the South East region, often with our
own major floods and storms overlapping the need for support interstate.
This year, I hope demands on our volunteers will not be so great,
as with training, administrative demands, and of course the ever
increasing call-outs etc, there is an impact on volunteer/life balance, in
addition to the work/life balance and family must always come first.
It is imperative that both a greater understanding and recognition
of SES volunteers occurs and the diverse roles that we provide to our
communities. At this time of the year we’re certainly looking at extreme
weather and all related events.
Coupled with this, the cuts to SAFECOM are now filtering across
the sector and we’re all becoming more conscious of how they will
impact on us.
The SES held a full day forum in December for all staff and also
invited personnel from both SAFECOM and the Association to
participate in discussions on many initiatives and documents such as
the new strategic directions framework and the workforce restructure,
which will progressively come into effect this year.
Changes such as the introduction of District Officers will assist
units with both their training and administrative workloads and
we will be liaising with both SHQ and units over any issues in the
implementation.
Once the restructure is complete, the Association will then
be undertaking a review of its constitution, one possibility is that
representation will be via districts, but this will be discussed to ensure
the best outcome for volunteers.
Of course, last year we saw another change in Minister, our third
in 12 months, but we look forward to working with the Honourable
Jennifer Rankine, MP, and the Chair and I will be meeting with
her shortly to discuss current issues. The Minister has a good
understanding of the emergency sector and was also the Minister for
Volunteers when our Volunteer Charter was signed. A quick reminder,
the charter is due for review this year and any input, suggestions, etc,
are most welcome and don’t forget the Fire and Emergency Services
Act is also due for review in 2013.
December also saw the Association join with the Ambulance
Employees Association Inc., Country Fire Service Volunteers
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Association and the United Firefighters Union SA Branch in a
submission to the Select Committee on the Road Traffic (Emergency
Vehicles) Amendment Bill.
The reason for the joint submission being that as we said in our
submission:
“The Associations and Unions listed above, and in addition the
Police Association of SA, have for some time lobbied the State
Government for a change to the Road Traffic Act (1961). This change
would see the speed limit past emergency services vehicles flashing
red and blue lights being decreased from 40 kph to 25 kph.”
There have been calls from many members of the emergency
services for improved safety conditions when working on roads.
Emergency services workers often feel exposed and are at risk due to
other vehicles travelling at excess speeds past the incident.
We certainly hope that both our submission and appearance
before the committee is successful.
Finally digressing from many serious issues, some updates:
>> In this edition of Frontline, you will see details of our new
partnership with the Police Credit Union;
>> The offer from Camatta Lempens;
>> DEFCOM books will be sent to all units for volunteers shortly; and
>> Dulux/Bunnings have agreed to continue their support of the SES
for 2011/12, which of course is most pleasing.
To all we thank you and appreciate your support, which of course,
are all ways of recognition and saying thank you to all our volunteers.
Also, congratulations to those volunteers who were recognised
with Ministerial ESMs and Commendations on 20th December
(separate article in this edition and hopefully we will have some
photographs from the event for our next issue) and also to the ESM
recipient who will be announced on Australia Day.
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Manager Training and
Organisation Development
Greg Mennie

Training Update
Welcome to the New Year. I hope all members and their families had
a safe, enjoyable and relaxing Christmas. I have now been the Training
Manager for just on 12 months and I would like to reflect on these last
12 months, highlighting some key achievements, before focussing
attention to the training requirements for the year ahead.
Key achievements in 2011 included:
>> some additional training resources were secured from a training
bilateral bid with CFS (an expanded bid essential to meeting our
minimum training requirements is currently being developed)
>> implemented the multi-agency road crash rescue TRK
>> rolled out and validated the ATV training course
>> secured productivity places funding for essential trainer assessor
development
>> finalised the first stage of the white paper unit-based delivery
modules
>> expanded emergency management training offerings

>>
>>
>>
>>

implemented assessment-only workshops for key skill areas
piloted base camp training
successfully held the State Rescue Competition
hosted the National Disaster Rescue Competition (the next one will
be known as the National SES Challenge)
>> increased the total training effort from the previous year with
existing resources
Key priorities for 2012 will include:
>> developing a training and readiness plan that contributes to our
strategic directions document
>> focussing on incident management training including AIIMS
awareness and Incident Controller skill development
>> increasing specialised training opportunities including vertical
rescue, air observers, breathing apparatus and shoring
>> implementing the second stage of the white paper process which
will utilise where appropriate a nationally accredited skill set
approach to training
>>implementing a learning
management system
>>implementing some online
content for members wishing to
undertake blended learning as
part of our training delivery
>>ensuring greater national
consistency with other states
>>modernising key training
resource kits
>>supporting the implementation
of the District Officer training
requirements within regions
>>visiting units to ensure local
needs are being met

SES Volunteers undertaking base
camp training.
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Did you know?
Greg Mennie

Recognition Services provided within the SES

Continued from
previous page

Did you know that the SES offers all members a recognition
pathway for all Nationally Accredited training and service level
units/courses delivered by the SES?
In addition, relevant qualifications and training gained from
elsewhere can also be formally acknowledged on your training
record.
These additions may assist in progression towards the
Certificate II/III/IV and Diploma in Public Safety.

Training White Paper Working Group
The working group has now finalised unit-based delivery of induction,
ladders, lighting, rope and knots, and vehicle and equipment
resources. These were presented at the Unit Managers Forum in
November 2011 and are currently being piloted amongst a number
of units ready for full implementation in 2012 once appropriate policy
has been approved by the Executive Advisory Group around the
implementation.
The next training
enhancement will be the
use, where appropriate, of
nationally recognised skill
sets for each skill area.
This will enable greater
national portability of skills
and will continue to ensure
that we are equipping our
members with the industry
endorsed skill requirements.
By utilising more nationally
recognised units, this will
A collection of new Unit based training materials.
also help more members
gain full qualifications
should they wish whilst at the same time ensuring others who just want
the skills to do the job have these.

Collaboration – nationally and sector wide
2012 will see continued collaboration and resource sharing nationally.
Our Road Crash Rescue course is being considered for use by other
states. Likewise we will continue to adapt resources from other states
as is appropriate, such as Vertical Rescue from Tasmania, new Storm
courses from Western Australia, national Induction units from NSW
together with some Incident Management offerings from Victoria and
Emergency Management units from Queensland.
Following on from our successful sector-wide approach to
Undertaking Road Crash Rescue, we will continue to enhance our
relationships with CFS; for example CFS customising their breathing
apparatus course to meet our needs and then we reciprocate in some
skill areas.

What is Recognition?
Recognition is the process by which a person’s existing skills and
knowledge are assessed and credited towards the achievement of
units of competency from National Training Package qualifications
or service level courses.

What types of recognition are offered?
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)
RPL is a review of a person’s existing skills, knowledge and
experience that enables them to bypass the learning process and
go directly to the assessment process.
An RPL assessment process may use different assessment
methods but they are no more and no less rigorous than
conventional methods of assessing and the rules of evidence
(ie proof that evidence is current, valid, authentic and sufficient)
apply. Assessment methods can include:
>> Observation of practical tasks
>> Third party reports providing examples of your work ability
relating to the standards (this can be verbal or in writing)
>> Video and/or audio taped evidence
>> Working documents such as reports, logs made
>> Discussion/questioning (could be audio taped)
Credit Transfer
The SES acknowledges relevant Nationally Accredited units gained
from other institutions and these are added to your training record via
‘Credit Transfer’ on production of a certified Statement of Attainment.
Recognition of Current Competency
Re-assessment/refresher assessments are required for some units
to ensure competency remains current eg Apply First Aid.

When is recognition not offered?
Recognition services include the acknowledgement of all skills and
qualifications you have that are relevant and beneficial to your role
with the SES.
Recognition services are limited to those courses delivered or
arranged by the SES. Training offered is dependent on operational
need and does not include assistance to gain units outside SoER
prescription for units, ie for the purpose of gaining qualifications
within the Public Safety Package.

How do I go about pursuing recognition?
If you feel you have skills or qualifications that are relevant to the
role you hold and may be relevant to courses offered by the SES,
please contact your State Training Officer who will be able to
advise you of the next steps.
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Annual Report November 2011
Warren Hicks ESM

This year again saw the Association extremely busy
representing the views of volunteers to all levels of
Government and at the same time we saw the Association
face some major challenges, in fulfilling its key role of
representing the views of volunteers.
The appointment of Chris Beattie as the State Emergency Service
Chief Officer around this time last year has seen the Association take
a wait-and-see approach to many of the issues that we had sought
to be addressed under the previous leadership of the Service. The
committee felt it only fair to allow Chris the time to visit units, talk
to paid staff and as many volunteers as possible, along with other
agencies, so that he could develop his own perspective of the Service,
the different roles it undertakes to support the communities it serves
and hear firsthand what volunteers saw as the key issues.
During this time the Association continued to have our monthly
meetings at State Headquarters with the Chief Officer and his Deputy.
The initial meetings as would be expected were more an explanation
of the role of the Association, but have quickly developed into a good
working relationship in which issues are discussed openly with an aim
of finding a solution or resolution.
The Association’s Executive Officer Susan Caracoussis and I
continued to meet with the Minister for Emergency Services, the
Honourable Michael Wright, MP, to discuss topics important to volunteers
until a cabinet reshuffle saw the appointment of the Honourable Kevin
Foley, MP, as the new Minister for Emergency Services. We only had
only one meeting with the new minister since his appointment and
again pushed for increased funding and recognition for volunteers. At the
meeting the Minister promised to look at our issues to see if he could find
a way to improve the funding. Of course we now have another Minister
for Emergency Services, the Honourable Jennifer Rankine, MP, and
have requested a meeting in the near future, so the process starts again.
Many volunteers have wondered what happened to the findings of
the Cultural Review which was undertaken in the second half of 2009.
This is still clearly in the Association’s view, and although there have
been no follow up meetings to gather feedback on how some of these
issues were addressed, that doesn’t mean work has stopped on them.
The workforce review instigated by the Chief Officer goes a long way
to addressing many of the issues around lack of administrative and
training support for volunteers across all regions.
The recommendations from this review, and resultant workforce
restructure is certainly addressing many of the issues raised. The
Association did not drive the review, we were just informed of its process
and asked to provide feedback. On the surface some of the changes may
not suit everyone’s needs and will take time to be fully implemented. Will
it solve all our issues, time will tell, but for the SES to continue and grow
something needed to happen as the current structure was not sustainable.
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Training, being another big issue from the review, has itself
undergone a review, under the direction of Greg Mennie, the newly
appointed Manager of Training. The Association has been part of
this review and ensured that volunteers’ views and concerns were
addressed and like the Workforce Review, some of those changes
will be implemented soon. Draft copies of Training Manuals have been
developed and will be out for wider consultation soon. The training
framework has also been made more volunteer friendly in an attempt to
deal with the issues raised during the Cultural Review.
Another group the Association has representation on is the
Executive Advisory Group (EAG) which has been holding monthly
meetings, either by teleconference or face-to-face. This group has
reviewed and recommended the implementation of a number of key
policies and procedures within the Service, which were then displayed
on both the Association’s and SES websites. This again shows a
willingness for the Service to engage with its volunteers over key
issues and future direction of the Service.
Another Cultural Review at this stage is unlikely given the cuts in
staff to Volunteer Support Services which on behalf of the Service
and SAFECOM conducted the previous review. While the Emergency
Services themselves were largely immune from Government cuts in
staff, SAFECOM were not, and as a result, support services provided
to the State Emergency Service and its volunteers have needed to
be reviewed and will ultimately lead to a cut in the level of support
provided. The Association has been kept up-to-date with what these
cuts are and possible solutions, but it is a concern when volunteer
support is being eroded.
It can be shown that a considerable amount of time and effort
has also been directed by the Association towards ensuring that
the Cultural Review has not been forgotten nor have issues around
increased funding and recognition for volunteers been neglected.
The day-to-day issues will always arise, but they cannot be allowed
to dominate all of the committee’s time and effort. We have to remain
focused on the bigger picture to ensure we represent the views of
volunteers in the future of the Service.
In closing, I feel that the SASES Volunteers’ Association has been,
as always, very productive, it is in an even stronger position and its
future and that of the Service is secure for now. I would like to take this
opportunity to acknowledge the efforts of all the committee members,
some of whom regularly travel long distances to ensure they visit units
and attend meetings. I would like to thank them for their efforts and
their commitment in supporting their fellow volunteers. I would also
like to extend my thanks to those volunteers who have contributed their
time and effort by being Association Representatives on the various
committees and invite them and anyone else who might be interested
to continue to assist the Association in the future.
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E-mergency Connect Update
Ann Thomas  | E-mergency Connect Program Manager
E-mergency Connect is proving to be a satisfying and
challenging program of work, delivering a number
of related services to address the varied needs of
volunteers throughout this state. >
Training Management
and E-learning Project
We are working closely with the SES Manager
Training and Organisation Development, Greg
Mennie, to make sure that what is delivered
supports and complements your current practices and is aligned with the SES training strategy. This includes introducing online induction
training to enhance the induction process as
recently rolled out within SES. Online induction cannot completely replace the face-toface training required at the unit level, however it can provide the ability for volunteers to
undertake a portion of their induction to SES
at their own convenience, potentially in their
own home or anywhere they have access to a
computer and the internet.
The online induction package is due for
release in the second half of 2012 along with the
implementation of the learning management
system. SES will be able to use this system for
future development of other online training
programs as required.

Network and Infrastructure Project
We’ve published the underlying assumptions
about the broadband and computers to be rolled
out, as agreed by the Program Board, on the
program website, and they allow us to approach
vendors, with details of what we need from
them. We will evaluate their proposals and
select who will deliver, at which point we can
determine dates for rollout.

Portal and Collaboration Project
This project is looking very exciting, as we
finalise the details of what you need, and the
best way for you to access the email and portal
for information and other links. As with the
other two projects, we’ll be approaching the
market this year for the various solutions, and
will let you know as soon as those selections
are approved.
Stay tuned for updated information on
progress of these projects by visiting the information website at http://www.safecom.sa.gov.
au/site/emergency_connect/emergency_connect_home.jsp or by contacting your representatives on the program’s Reference Group.
In the meantime, however, planning often
appears to take a long time, and we are sometimes asked “Why can’t you just go ahead and
implement things straight away?”
Jerry Maddern, who was Associate Director of the Flight Projects Directorate at NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center, said (in his ‘100
rules for NASA project managers’) that: “Wrong
decisions made early can be recovered from,
right decisions made late cannot correct
them”.

We are working right now on some key decisions about the details of what is required, as
well as the best solutions for them. For example, one of your expressed needs is to simplify
your log on processes, so that you can use a
single set of log on credentials across a number
of systems. We are working on possible ways
to achieve this, and this involves planning
across the three projects and the order that
we implement them in.
We are also thinking longer term, once the
program has been completed and the team
has moved on – how will the new systems be
maintained, and by whom? It is important that
we rollout what the sector can manage into
the future, and not leave you with a legacy of
unmaintainable products and systems.
Another aspect of planning is the state government mandated processes for procurement.
These are processes that we have no discretion
about, and indeed, they ensure that there is
fairness and value for money in the choices
that are made. They aren’t the most exciting
or visible aspects of the program, and they can
be time consuming but they are necessary! I
know you will understand that we are careful
not to disclose potential solutions, until we
have been through the appropriate government
procurement processes, after which point we
will be able to be quite specific, especially in
articles such as this one.
So what makes a project successful and
how is the E-mergency Connect project team
working towards delivering a successful project
that meets the needs of volunteers? The list on
the opposite page includes quite commonly
cited features.
If you are ever in doubt about what is happening on any of the projects under E-mergency
Connect, I encourage you to contact me, or any
of the team to discuss, as it’s quite possible for
us to miss the mark in communicating with
everyone from time to time. <
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Criteria for
successful projects

E-mergency Connect

Strong decision making, oversight and
support from the highest level in the
agencies.

The program’s governance board consists of executive level representatives, from SES
and CFS, the SES and CFS Volunteer Associations and the program’s sponsor is the
SAFECOM Chief Executive. They meet regularly and take an active part in the program’s
success.

Good governance practices.

E-mergency Connect’s executive level governance board has determined that the
program uses project management methods that come out of years of successful
practice by organisations around the world.

A well defined scope.

See a summary of the E-mergency Connect scope (as determined by the program
Board) on our website.

Deliverables that are documented and
agreed, so that everyone is clear about what
is to be provided.

The project teams are working currently with the program reference group and others to
document the requirements of the business to confirm project deliverables, before we
approach the market and implement.

Planning of resources including people and
budget needed to carry out the activities.

The approved Program Plan includes this, and any significant changes to resourcing
are approved by the program board. Once solutions are approved, plans for their
implementation will be submitted for approval, including resources required. Regular
reports include plans for the next period.

Tracking and reporting on progress – this
allows for early corrective actions if anything
varies much from the plan.

The program team provides monthly reports to the program board on progress against
milestones, resource allocation, budget, issues, risks, and so on.
We report regularly to the federal government (who provide a portion of the funding).

Management of risks – identifying and
rating them, and planning how to address
them, then tracking them as these plans are
carried out.

The program team maintains a project risk register and reports monthly to the board
on risks and mitigation strategies.

Robust change management processes for
handling any proposed scope changes.

Industry standard processes are in place.

Good communication of plans and progress
between the project and stakeholders.

The program team provides communication with stakeholders in the following ways
(but not limited to):
>> E-mergency Connect website
>> A monthly newsletter
>> Regular articles in magazines
>> Briefings to SES groups as requested (eg Unit Managers Advisory Group) and local
units
>> Updates to SESVA, etc
>> Regular communications with the Reference Groups.

Close involvement of stakeholders.

A number of SES volunteers and staff have recently been appointed to a Reference
Group, to assist the project teams to deliver what is required and what will work for you.
We are extremely grateful for their assistance, as without them we’d be at arms length
from those who will benefit. You can liaise with your representatives on this group, who
are listed on the E-mergency Connect website. Currently this group is helping us to
confirm the details of what is required, so that we can go out to market this year.
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SES ready to deploy base camp
Peter Willmott  | Eastern Suburbs Unit

A base camp provides accommodation, catering and
support services for response personnel, often in close
proximity to a staging area during major fires or other
emergencies. >

I

n October 2011, more than 40 SES volunteers
from Central Region attended a two-day
Base Camp and Staging Area Workshop.
This workshop aimed to familiarise volunteers

with equipment and build capability to operate a base camp for the CFS.
Both CFS and SES members delivered the
workshop using the CFS Staging Area Management course materials and
adding base camp specific
elements.
The SES maintains a cache
of equipment which includes

hundreds of tents, sleeping bags, stretchers and
gear, stored in containers that can be transported with the hook lift truck. The course
covered both the theory and practical application of establishing, running and demobilising
a base camp.
Into the future, SES will be developing
the additional equipment required to establish other areas of a base camp, including signage, bunting, tools and admin resources.
Future training will utilise smaller group sizes
and is likely to separate equipment familiarisation and set up from the management of a
base camp. <
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FAREWELL
ALLAN McDOUGALL
Bob Stevenson

After more than 21 years of dedicated service to SASES
and the emergency management community of SA, Allan
McDougall has taken extended long service leave from
the end of September 2011 and will follow this with
his retirement in 2012. Allan was the State Emergency
Management Training Officer, Disaster Management
Services for the SES. >

A

llan was recently awarded the national
‘2011 Australasian Fire and Emergency
Service Authorities Council (AFAC)
Laurie Lavelle – Highly Commended Award’.
This award was made in recognition of the

11

training skills have allowed the SES to “punch
above its weight” in the development of emergency management skills and knowledge for
the whole Emergency Management community
in South Australia.
Allan’s colleagues and peers have also
acknowledged his professionalism and exemplary training and teaching skills, which earned
him the respect of all emergency services and
the entire Emergency Management community.
This award was recognised at the opening ceremony of the AFAC annual conference at the
Sydney Convention Centre in September 2011.
We congratulate Allan on a wonderful
career and wish him a healthy, happy and well
deserved long service leave and retirement.
A multi-agency farewell for Allan, with
over 70 people in attendance, was held at
the Police Club, Carrington Street, on Tuesday 27 th September and this was followed
by an SASES farewell on Wednesday 28 th
September. <

pivotal role Allan has played in the training
of many hundreds of South Australians in
the key principles of emergency management.
The AFAC award recognised that Allan’s vast
knowledge, extensive networks and exceptional

Camatta Lempens

The SES is only a part of the volunteers’ lives. Volunteers have families, work to attend or businesses to run and
everything else that is called a “life”. From time to time legal issues arise which will require you to seek advice from lawyers. This
can be as simple as needing wills or Powers of Attorney prepared and advice on traffic infringements to advice on more complex
civil and commercial matters.
As a firm, Camatta Lempens appreciates the time and effort made by the volunteers and their families and is happy to provide
advice to volunteers at a discount of 10% off its normal charge out rate. In addition a free 15 minute telephone service is extended
to volunteers.
Contact Michelina Guarna on (08) 84100211 or email mg@cllegal.com.au
Michelina Guarna is a consultant with the firm. Her husband is a volunteer at Metro South Unit.
w w w. s a s e sva . o r g . a u
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Adelaide Hills VERSP
Lisa Greig | Volunteer Services Branch

The final Volunteer and Employer Recognition and
Support Program (VERSP) for 2011 was held on Thursday
24th November at the Echunga Memorial Institute. >

V

ERSP events are held to recognise the
contribution local businesses, organisations and self employed volunteers
make to ensure the safety of their communities.
The VERSP event attracted approximately
230 people and was an opportunity to recognise
not only volunteers, but also self employed volunteers, employers and families of emergency
service volunteers.
Attendees were treated to a gourmet

barbecue dinner catered by Adelaide Hills
Catering, as well as presentations from the
Minister for Emergency Services, the Honourable Jennifer Rankine, MP, SAFECOM Chief
Executive David Place and CFS Volunteers
Association President Roger Flavell.
56 certificates of appreciation were presented to self employed volunteers and employers of emergency service volunteers.
The SAFECOM Board also took the

opportunity to visit the Aldgate CFS Brigade
and the Mount Barker SES Unit. Both the site
visits and the VERSP event provided valuable opportunities for volunteers to talk to the
SAFECOM Board.
There will be three VERSP events held
across the State in 2012. <
Stephen Drawbridge from Telstra who was nominated
by Ben Birbeck, SES Mount Barker volunteer,
pictured with Greg Nettlton, CFS Chief Officer, David
Place, Chief Executive SAFECOM, The Honourable
Jennifer Rankine, Minister for Emergency Services
and Chris Beattie, Chief Officer SES.
Guests enjoying the barbecue dinner.

The Honourable Jennifer Rankine, Minister for Emergency Services , addressed the
employers, employees, business owners and all staff and volunteers from the CFS and SES
at the VERSP function at Echunga Memorial Institute on Thursday 24th November 2011. This
was her first formal function with volunteers from both the SES and CFS since being
appointed our new Minister. As such, we felt it appropriate to reproduce her speech. >

T

he Minister commented on the fact
that she was “especially privileged to
be here tonight because I understand
this is the last employer recognition gathering for the year and by far the biggest.
I don’t believe it’s simply the breadth
of territory represented here this evening
that has led to the terrific turn-out either.
More than anything, I think it reflects the
tremendous support of, and for, volunteers
in these communities.

Over the past decades in South Australia, we have come a long way in recognising volunteers. These men and women
make an immeasurable contribution to our
community and are worth every bit of praise
and recognition they receive.
But volunteering doesn’t succeed in
a vacuum. Behind our volunteers lie an
equally dedicated group of people – managers, employers and colleagues – who back
them to do important community work,

sometimes for several days on end, nearly
always at a minute’s notice.
This is admirable for managers and
employers in large agencies and organisations but the reality is many of our volunteers work in small businesses – quite a few
are sole traders. People who, we say, ‘give
twice’. People including many of you here
tonight.
Covering absences, coping with sudden
departures or shutting up shop so someone

w w w. s a s e sva . o r g . a u
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can attend a call-out can be challenging
when business is booming.
But to do this when times are tough –
when every job, every chargeable hour is
precious – is truly a selfless contribution to
the well being and safety of our community.
As someone who has lived in country
areas for a large part of my life, I understand
that many of you don’t think twice about
answering ‘the call’. It is something you’ve
always done – it’s just what you do when you
are part of a close community.
I want you to know that as a Government, we think what you do is nothing short
of amazing. We recognise volunteers aren’t
alone in the sacrifices they make.
As employers, business owners, managers

w w w. s a s e sva . o r g . a u

and colleagues, you are an integral part of
our volunteering sector and I congratulate
all of you here tonight for the role you play.
It’s also good to see research showing
some reciprocal benefits for both volunteers
and those who support them.
Volunteering provides people with a
wealth of experience and skills they can
bring back to their workplace. Qualities like
leadership, teamwork and a really important
one, perspective.
At times we think life is tough, we’re
too busy or we’re struggling to cope with
the daily grind. But when we know of others who are less fortunate or in greater need
it stops us in our tracks. That awareness is
something money can’t buy.

Volunteers, along with our emergency
services personnel, are there for us when
things go wrong, at any time of the day or
night. When we are at our lowest point,
when we’re in crisis – when we’re clinging
to life. We depend on them.
Without the selfless commitment of
all of you here this evening, we wouldn’t
have such a successful and dedicated
volunteer service. We wouldn’t have the
same support, We wouldn’t feel as reassured or safe.
Put simply, South Australians are
indebted to you for what you do. Tonight is
our small way of saying, we sincerely, thank
you. We couldn’t do without your support.
Thank you again.”
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SA ESM and MINISTERIAL
COMMENDATIONS 2011
The Minister for Emergency Services the Honourable
Jennifer Rankine, MP, presented the 2011 SA Emergency
Services Medals and Ministerial Commendations at the
RiAus@The Science Exchange on Tuesday 20th December 2011.
Congratulations to our SES recipients. >
EMERGENCY SERVICES MEDALS were presented to
Stefan Bilka from Andamooka Unit and Garry
Smith from Tumby Bay SES Unit .
Stefan Bilka joined the SES in 1997 and
since that time has displayed exceptional leadership skills in his management of a volunteer
unit in his local community, which constantly

Stefan Bilka.

Garry Smith.

attracts new membership and retains them,
which makes the unit extremely viable.
Stefan also assisted in the development of a
Memorandum of Understanding between the
Outback Areas Community Development Trust
(now the Outback Communities Authority) and
the SES for effective flood response within the
Andamooka township.
Stefan continues to provide services to
stranded tourists and always ensures that assistance is provided at all times to those stranded
in the surrounding outback.
Stefan promotes and ensures the continuation of the close working relationship between
the SES and CFS by encouraging cross agency
membership and training to benefit the Andamooka community in times of need.
Stefan is also a strong advocate of Cadets
and spends considerable time, not just within

his unit, but across the SES, in providing a very
positive environment for Cadets. He conducts
Camp Training weekends and offers weekly
training.
By willingly giving his time, Stefan has
ensured that Andamooka is served by viable
emergency services, and that opportunities
exist for Andamooka youths who
are able to learn new skills by participating in the Cadet program and
thereby are also able to contribute to
their community.
While a member of the Australian Volunteer Coastguard in the
early 1990s, Garry Smith established a marine radio monitoring
base in his home providing a safety
watch over marine radio distress
frequencies.
In February 1997, Garry transferred to the
SES and not only continued to provide his
very valuable radio coverage in an isolated
area with a significant marine related risk,
but was also instrumental in lobbying for the
placement of a rescue vessel at Tumby Bay to
service the area.
Garry has continued to provide a critical
vessel passage monitoring and safety message
broadcast service, which has become widely
relied upon by both commercial and recreational mariners, and he logs in excess of 8,000
calls annually. His significant marine local
knowledge and search coordination skills are
often called upon by the SA Police, in their role
as the search and rescue authority.
Garry also provides general communications support to non-marine SES operations
undertaken by his local Tumby Bay SES Unit. <

MINISTERIAL COMMENDATIONS were presented to
Robert (Bob) Allert from Edinburgh SES Unit,
Robyn Coates from Port Lincoln SES Unit and
Lyn Little from Enfield SES Unit.
Bob Allert has been a dedicated member
of SES for over 16 years and has served in all
positions at the unit, including Unit Manager.
He is considered the backbone of his unit, providing in excess of 2,000 hours service annually. Bob makes himself available day and night
and continually strives to improve the unit’s
efficiency to ensure preparedness of its members to sustain sometimes long durations in
the field during storm events while assisting
the community.
Robyn Coates joined the SES in 1998
and, as Unit Manager, she provides countless
hours of dedicated service during responses
to incidents and also in training, maintenance
and administration at the unit. The unit was
a lmost completely destroyed
by a bushfire in
2009 and Robyn
w o r ke d t i r e lessly to provide
assistance and
direction to her
members during the stressf ul transition
process of relocating to temporary accommodation and then
into the unit’s
new facility.
The f ina l
recipient was
Lyn Little, who
is considered
by her peers to
be an extremely
competent SES
volunteer with
over 20 years,
experience. She
has excelled in
Top to bottom: Robert (Bob) Allert,
providing experRobyn Coates and Lyn Little.
tise in communications and
training at the unit. Lyn also became the first
team leader for the FloodSafe Program where
volunteers educate the public in flood prone
areas to prepare for a potential flood event.
While continuing in her volunteer role, early
in 2011 Lyn was appointed by the SES as a parttime coordinator to continue and extend the
FloodSafe Program. <
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LIFE MEMBERSHIP
AWARD RECIPIENTS 2011
The second life membership function was held at the SA
Sea Rescue Squadron on Saturday 12th November 2011. >

T

he event was attended by representatives
from across the state who were on hand to
firstly hear from the Chief Officer Chris
Beattie who provided an overview of the last
12 months, spoke about the increase in workloads as requests for assistance have more than
trebled over the last decade, and how expectations in the community have also increased,
prior to presenting live membership awards to:

SOUTH COAST UNIT MEMEBRS CHRIS
ROWLEY AND LOUISE REYNOLDS
Chris joined the SES South Coast Unit on
6th November 1975 just after the service had
changed its name from Civil Defence to the

State Emergency Service. He is
now the longest serving member of the Unit.
Throughout his service at
South Coast Chris has remained
in the rescue section and has
trained and participated in callouts from Road Accident Rescue
to Vertical Rescue and to the
mundane, such as retrieving
cats from trees.
Chris was Deputy Rescue
Officer for a short period, but
preferred being one of the rescuers. Chris at all times conveys
his vast knowledge and experience in the training of new
members and is very active in
the maintenance and upkeep
of the Unit.
While Louise joined the
service on 20th March 1969 at
Enfield Unit and in her long
career she has also served at
the Sturt Unit and now finally
at South Coast.
Over this period Louise has
held the positions of Communications Officer, Administration
Officer and Deputy Unit Manager. She is currently the Deputy Communications Officer.
Louise previously served
as secretar y to the South
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Australian SES Volunteers’ Association and was
a member of the SAFECOM Advisory Board.
In 2001 Louise was awarded the Centenary Medal and the Premier’s Certificate of
Appreciation in 2002. In 2006, she received
the Emergency Services Medal in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours.

COLIN SANDERCOCK, MAITLAND UNIT
Colin was one of the original members of the
Maitland Civil Defence Group from the 1970s,
joining on 18th May 1972, and subsequently
one of the inaugural members of the reformed
Maitland Unit in 1985.
Colin has held several management positions over the years, being the Unit’s Rescue
Officer from 1985 until 1995, and then Deputy

Colin Sandercock, Maitland Unit.

Unit Manager from 1995 until 2003.
Colin is regarded by fellow members of
Maitland Unit as most a reliable and dedicated member.

The other life recipient, Geoff Weidenhofer of
the Onkaparinga Unit, was unable to attend
the function, but the Chief Officer read out
his citation: “Geoff Weidenhofer joined the
SES on 10th September 1975 and has been an
active member since this time at Onkaparinga SES Unit, and is also a member of the
Balhannah CFS.
Geoff later moved to Lobethal transferring
his membership with both the SES and the
CFS. During his service with the SES, Geoff
has seen many changes in training, equipment,
roles and responsibilities and the types of tasks
the Unit now responds to.
Geoff enjoys the opportunity to meet many
other volunteers at both training and on the job.
He has a great sense of pride in being involved
with the emergency services and in working
alongside other volunteers who provide such
an outstanding service to the community”. <

Louise Reynolds, South Coast Unit.
Chris Rowley, South Coast Unit.
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Onkaparinga Civic
Achievement Award
Early in 2011 Gavin Day of Noarlunga SES unit nominated
Deputy Unit Manager Peter Higgins for a Community Service
award from the City of Onkaparinga Council. >

C

riteria for the award included contribution, service or achievement made by
the person being nominated, why the
contribution was regarded as significant and
what made him stand out from others.
Peter has given 27 years of diligent service
to his community as a State Emergency Service
volunteer, with nearly 23 of those years being
with the Noarlunga Unit. Peter was described
as highly professional and one who always had
a positive attitude. At Noarlunga Unit he has
held leadership positions; his skills and knowledge are invaluable both to the service and his
community. Over the last 12 months he has

held the position of Deputy Unit Manager as
well as Team Leader.
Peter actually spent his first four years with
SES as a member of the Mildura Victoria State
Emergency Service, where he was the Road
Accident Rescue trainer for the North Western region of Victoria.
The nomination also commented on
his contributions to taskings, describing
them as significant, but the work that Peter
does outside of this to enhance the Noarlunga Unit is remarkable. Peter looks after
the servicing and maintaining of the buildings, tools and equipment, provides training

and maintains the training records, and has
been on many deployments around the state
and country.
Additionally, over the last 18 months, Peter
has worked on scripting the Unit’s history,
which has taken many hours of his personal
time. All this has been accomplished with the
support of his family and at work.
Gavin said that: “Peter’s extraordinary dedication has greatly benefited our local Onkaparinga area and its residents, and those throughout South Australia and Australia by helping
those that are not able to help themselves in
time of distress. Quite often these taskings are
undertaken in the most extremes of weather
conditions and at all times of the day and night,
taking him away from family, as calls for assistance can come at any time.
It is the way that Peter has committed himself to the service of his
community within his many roles
over his 27 years of service. Peter’s
professional manner in which he
goes about his roles is a true credit to
himself. His leadership and knowledge are irreplaceable, his skills are
wide and varied and he is an honest
and reliable person who has committed himself faultlessly over the
years. Peter’s service to the SES and
community are unrivalled and truly
deserve to be recognised”.
On 31st August 2011, along with
his family and Gavin Day, Peter
attended the Woodcroft library

Poppy Higgins, Sue Higgins, Mayor Lorraine Rosenberg,
Peter Higgins and Tom Higgins.
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Gavin Day, Mayor Lorraine Rosenberg and Peter Higgins.

complex to receive the Onkaparinga Civic
Achievement Award, attending on the basis
of being a nominee at the ceremony. Peter was
shocked to have been successful in receiving
this award as he is not one for accolades. The
award was greatly appreciated. One comment
made by one of the other nominees was that

“

the award should be for the partner and children as they are the ones who are left behind
to defend the home when the pager goes off.
Peter said he “felt honoured and extremely
humble in receiving this award”.
Part of the award was a gift from the council, which happened to be a wooden cheese
board and cheese
knives; anyone who
knows Peter would
have appreciated the
lighter side of this
gift, as he is known
for recycling timber
for picture frames (in

Peter’s extraordinary
dedication has greatly
benefited our local Onkaparinga
area and its residents, and those
throughout South Australia
and Australia by helping those
that are not able to help
themselves in time of distress.
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particular wooden ladders). The cheese board
itself was actually made from the base of an
old wine barrel from the McLaren Vale area
and we have been told it has already been put
to good use.
Peter said that over the last 27 or so years
he has seen many people come and go in the
Service, with some staying for only a short time,
the reasons are many for leaving, retaining the
interest is a huge challenge, maintaining a high
level of reality-based training at unit level is
difficult to keep up week after week, but with a
dedicated Training Team this can be achieved.
Peter’s commitment to SES has not waned;
home and work commitments seem greater
these days, life seems busier as one gets older.
Friendships formed in SES can be for life, the
trust in each other is paramount as they may
hold your life in their hands, literally.
Peter says he will continue his “SES life as
long as the Service needs me, no one has told
me the official retirement age. My children may
one day join SES, I would encourage this, as life
skills gained with the Service can be beneficial in business as well as your private life”. <
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Notice the (NOT FOR PROFIT) difference that APS Benefits’ financial services offer to all State Emergency Services
employees and volunteers.
The Australian Public Service Benevolent Society (APS Benefits) is a not for profit organisation that provides a wide range of
financial services to all members and contractors to the S.E.S., as well as their family and friends. Having been in existence for
over 105 years, the APS family has earned the trust of over 26,000 members offering the following services listed below:
Taxation

Alfred Mallia at APS Tax, Accounting and Business Services has 24 years’ experience.
Whether it is setting up a business, managing your superannuation fund or just obtaining
better service and lower fees, Alfred can help you.

Financial Planning

At APS Financial Planning, Timothy Foster provides access to advice and information on
the important financial decisions we all face, whether it be superannuation, investments, pre
and post retirement planning, life insurance, gearing, managed funds or savings plans.

Mortgage Broking

At APS Benefits, Sam Athans treats every mortgage as if it were his own. He has access to
20 mortgage lenders and over 40 years’ experience in banking.

General Insurance Broking

Danielle Rowe heads up our insurance broking team and is a salaried employee of APS
Benefits. With 15 years experience in the industry, you can be assured of receiving unbiased
advice that meets your insurance needs. We have access to products that include Home and
Contents, Motor Vehicle, Boat/Caravan, Landlord, Public Liability, Income Protection,
Life, Disability & Trauma insurance. The next time you receive your insurance renewal
notice from your current insurer or want insurance for the first time, call Danielle on 1300
131 809.

Personal Loans

The APS Benefits’ personal loans team can assist members to obtain an unsecured loan, or
they can apply online at www.apsbs.com.au. Either way, loans can be approved within 24
hours.

Funeral Cover

APS Benefits’ Membership Coordinator Jesse Clarke can assist members to gain immediate
funeral cover up to $15,000 and protect their loved ones in times of need. Do you have
cover in the greatest time of need? Call us on 1300 131 809.

Independence is important to APS. Our key advisors are employees of APS, and therefore have no personal bias towards any
supplier.
Further to this, APS is owned by its members, so any profits are channelled back to members.
APS would also like to assist you and your family and friends in making available our wide range of not for profit services.
Help spread the word by introducing new members and APS will send you or your nominated charity $50 for each new
member you nominate.
For further information on the APS family and its wide range of not for profit financial services, phone 1300 131 809 or
visit www.apsbs.com.au
Yours Sincerely,
Craig Walden
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Public Service Benevolent Society Limited

PROUDLY NOT FOR PROFIT

Toll Free 1300 131 809

Australian Public Service Benevolent Society Ltd
16-20 Howard Street (PO Box 326) North Melbourne VIC 3051
Phone (03) 9322 2000 Fax (03) 8327 8200 info@apsbs.com.au
ABN 64 077 809

AFSL No. 244115

www.apsbs.com.au
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Keith Lane Award
Warren Hicks, Chair, SASESVA, announced and presented
the 2011 Keith Lane Award at the SES Life Membership
Dinner held on Saturday 12th November at the SA Sea
Rescue Squadron. >

W

arren commenced his speech with
some background information:
“I come here tonight to announce
this year’s winner of the Keith Lane Award.
This is the eighth year that the Volunteers’
Association has presented this award to some
very deserving volunteers who, by their very
character, reflect the passion and commitment
to their unit that Keith Lane demonstrated for
so many years.
Keith Lane was a long serving member of
the Mitcham/Metro South SES Unit. He served

Judy and Colin at
Strathalbyn Unit on
20th November 2011.

in numerous positions within the Unit eventually becoming the Controller or Unit Manager
as the position is now called and a position
he held for many a year. During his time as
Unit Manager, he mentored many volunteers

in leadership and what it meant to be a State
Emergency Service volunteer.
He was passionate about the Service and
the volunteers that made up the Service. So
much so that when it looked like the Service
would no longer be financially supported by the
Government, he became one of the founding
committee members of the Association and
lobbied politicians to ensure that the Service
would continue.
He once described the State
Emergency Service as the quiet
achievers of the emergency services, borrowing the saying from a
fuel company’s advertising campaign.
But it was an accurate picture of the
SES at the time and of him. He was
always doing something for the Unit
and the SES, whether it was lobbying
councils for more funding or talking
about the SES to other community
groups in an effort to get some financial support.
He did these things without
much fanfare or recognition; these

Colin responds.
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Keith Lane recipients respond
things did not matter to him. He just wanted
to ensure volunteers had what they needed to
get the job done.
This is what the award is about, acknowledging those volunteers within the Service who
quietly and without much notice just get the
job done. The volunteers no one realises how
much they do until they are not there. Whatever
it may be and whatever their position within
the Service, they are our quiet achievers and
this award is for them.
The recipient receives a perpetual trophy
in honour of Keith, an individual trophy and
$1000 to be applied to a project of the recipient’s choice.”
This year two persons were recognised
as the recipients for the Keith Lane Award.
Colin and Judy Schriever joined Strathalbyn
SES Unit in February 2009, after seeing an
advertisement seeking volunteers to join the
Mounted Horse Land Search Team that the
Strathalbyn Unit was endeavouring to put
together. Sadly the horse group did not proceed, but Colin and Judy had caught the SES
bug. Neither had much idea of the numerous
facets of the State Emergency Service, but they
grew to love the camaraderie and enjoyed the
variety of taskings that they were deployed to
undertake.
Colin and Judy live on a farm at Harrogate,
which is an hour’s drive from Strathalbyn and
have attended every training night without
miss. They have also provided their property
for training days, and it isn’t often that members get to play on such steep terrain. They
also make sure the crew never goes hungry.
Whilst they are unable to assist in road
crash rescue due to their distance, they’re
always there for all the flooding, storm damage and land search taskings, the latter they
have attended five in the past financial year.
Over Christmas breaks and other times
when crew numbers are low, they have been
known to live in their camper at the Unit, waiting for any emergencies – even laden with young
lambs to bottle feed.
Earlier this year Colin travelled to Queensland after Cyclone Yasi bore its brunt. He revelled in the work that he was tasked to, and
other members looked up to his enthusiasm.
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W

e were both blown away, in complete shock and speechless when
our names were called out
to come forward and receive the Keith
Lane Award.
It had never even entered our minds
that we would ever be nominated and it
was one of the best kept secrets ever.
When we got the invitation to attend
the SES Life Membership Dinner, along
with two other couples from our Unit, it
became the talking point at the kitchen
table, lounge and before going to sleep.
Why us, why would we have been invited?
After restless nights we shrugged it off and
decided that our new boss Mr Chris Beattie
may have had some new ideas, to invite a
few members from different Units to attend
these functions, perhaps as a thank you for
services rendered.
I am still trying to remember the night
as we are both still in shock but I can say
to our future Keith Lane Award recipients
that it was a night of good food, good wine
and good company.
Judy and I both agree that the SES has
changed our lives for the best and I wish
that we had joined fifteen years earlier when
I retired from the military, but not knowing
what the SES was about and what they were
involved in, it was a complete mystery to us
until we saw an advertisement in our local
paper with our Unit, Strathalbyn, seeking
new recruits for their proposed Mounted
Land Search so we both decided to give
it a go. I may have changed my mind if I
knew I could be tasked in filling sandbags.
I would encourage every unit to find
a friend in their local newspaper and promote the SES, tell the outside world what
we do and show pictures of your unit in
action. Maybe start a unit website and

Colin and Judy have done a lot for the
Strathalbyn Unit, such as talking on the
radio about the benefits of joining the SES,
organising crashed vehicles for RCR training, welcoming new crew members, gardening around the Unit base and attending
Career Expos for both SAFECOM and our
other nearby Unit – Murray Bridge. They

promote your unit that way. Our website is:
http://strathalbynses.webs.com.
We have met some wonderful friends
whom we would never have met if it wasn’t
for deployments and taskings and to those
people, thank you for becoming our SES
family.
Another thank you goes to our neighbouring Unit, Murray Bridge, who on
numerous occasions has asked us to
join them in some of their activities.
I must admit that I would not have been
so successful in my SES career if I didn’t
have Judy by my side as I did sometimes
have some down days. She would always
put me back on track again telling me
to get my act together as there are people
out there who may need assistance, how
right she is. There is nothing worse than
seeing a frail old lady crying because half
her roof has blown away, and then see a
smile because SES temporarily fixed the
problem.
Recently, our Unit received a big thank
you card from a young woman, thanking
us for rescuing her from her crashed vehicle, saying that we were the silent angels.
Those kind of things keep you going, so if
anyone in our ranks is thinking of calling it
quits, please think again as there are people
out there that do need our help, day and
night. Most jobs get no thanks but it’s men
and women like us, unknown to the outside world, who have big hearts and most
importantly, we do save lives.
Stay safe.
Crewmen Judy and Colin
PS A big SES thank you goes to Christine
Phipps, who nominated Judy and myself
and to those who accepted her nomination.

also organise social activities for crew and
their families which helps with the bond
between unit members.
Christine Phipps, who nominated Colin
and Judy, said: “It has truly been a pleasure to
have Colin and Judy join the Strathalbyn SES,
as they have been a breath of fresh air and a
joy to work with”. <
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My everyday heroes
Stephanie Casha | Loxton News
Emma Walter | photos

Sitting amongst the twisted metal and shattered glass,
I shift uncomfortably in the driver’s seat. My breath
quickens as I spot the ambulance barrelling towards me
with sirens and lights blazing, and suddenly the stillness
is broken. SES crew are milling around the vehicle in
an orange blur, assessing the damage and asking me
questions, discussing logistics and the best way to
extricate me from the wreckage. >

A

mbulance officers are asking my name,
what other passengers are in the car,
they want to know what happened, but
I have nothing to tell them.
It all started a week ago when Loxton intensive care paramedic Craig Todd stepped into
The Loxton News office and offered me the
opportunity to participate in a road
crash rescue exercise.
Images f lashed
through my head of

“

huge angle grinders and sparks flying, and the
eardrum-splitting noise of metal on metal as
crews peel off the side of a car like a can opener
takes to a can of tuna.
However, most journalists are slaves to
their curiosity, and I am no exception, so
I agreed.

I have been in the odd bingle in my time as
a licensed driver (mostly not my fault) but I am
thankful to say I have never been in a situation
that necessitated an SES crew, ambulance or
the Jaws of Life.
I was looking forward to the opportunity
to view Loxton’s SES and ambulance personnel in their element, doing what they do best.
It may have just been an exercise for both
units, but sitting in a wrecked car on a balmy
Thursday night at the SES compound, surrounded by glass shards and mannequins for
injured passengers, the experience soon became
all too real.
There were no angle grinders or sparks,
just a large contraption that cut through metal
like a warm knife through
butter.
SES personnel
explained to me any loud
noises I was hearing, what
was happening next and
why.
The paramedics asked
me to explain my (pretend) pain and rate it out
of 10, before administering (pretend) pain relief,
and intermittently checking my blood pressure.

Ambulance and SES members arrive on
the scene and are quick to act.

Despite participating in an exercise
where I was dragged from a
wrecked car, watching the SES personnel
and paramedics work together and talk
to each other made me feel totally safe.
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Despite participating in an exercise where I
was dragged from a wrecked car, watching the
SES personnel and paramedics work together
and talk to each other made me feel totally safe.

Intensive care paramedic Craig Todd said
the exercise proved “extremely valuable” for
both SES and paramedics.
“The purpose was to get the ambulance
service paramedics and the SES
volunteers together so we can
practice our skills,” he said.
“The whole idea is that we
can get more junior people into
the roles to experience what it’s
like and try different techniques
and practice what they’ve been
taught.”

Loxton SES members and
ambulance personnel
surround the vehicle.
Stephanie is secured in a
neck brace.
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Mr Todd said the exercise also helped to
strengthen the relationship between the two
services.
“In the case of a road crash we really need
to be able to know what (the SES) are doing
and they need to know what we’re up to as
well,” he said.
“There’s no point in taking a roof off a vehicle if the patient is just going to walk out.
“We need to know what our options are,
so if we’ve got a patient that’s sick we need to
get them out, they’re the ones to give us the
options of what we can do.”
Mr Todd said the exercise was good practice for a real call-out.
“If we make all our mistakes and try different things in a training situation and get it
spot on, when it’s the real deal it’s a good thing
for patient outcomes,” he added. <
Reprinted courtesy the Loxton News.
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Unit Managers Forum
th
th
26 -27 November 2011
Lyn Berghofer | Whyalla Unit

Unit Mangers, Deputy Unit Managers and various office
bearers from 23 SASES Units across the state attended
the 2011 Unit Managers forum at Brukunga on 26th and 27th
November 2011. >

W

hile the total number of units that
were represented was less than both
expected and hoped for, the general
consensus from those who were able to make
the trip was that it was well worth the effort.
Members of several regional units arrived
Friday evening and after a ‘hearty meal’, spent
the night catching up on what had been happening at their local units, while others were
making a few last minute ‘final touches’ to
presentations that were to be delivered during sessions over the weekend.
It is not often that the opportunity arises
to have relaxed ‘discussions’ that are not specifically focused on SASES, so stories of work
and family were shared amongst the group.
Saturday morning saw the remaining volunteer attendees arrive along with State Headquarters staff and the forum began.
Our Chief Officer Chris Beattie welcomed

Lyn Berghofer
and Chris Beattie.

all in attendance and acknowledged the difficulty in finding a time of the year to hold the
forum that would be suitable for all and thus
increase unit representation numbers.
Chris then presented the SASES Strategic
Directions 2011-2015 ‘Building safe and resilient
communities’ which will, I believe, be a useful
resource for units and recommend all SASES
volunteers, especially those in management
positions and on management committees to
review and use when making their business
and training plans over the next few years.
Discussions during this session covered
the changing environment for SASES, the challenges of training, our values, the importance of
being professional and accountable and building trust and respect. It was also identified that
as an organisation we have at times diverged
from our main legislative responsibilities and
the importance of realigning our focus and

educating our community as the move is toward
building resilience across Australia.
Deputy Chief Officer Matt Maywald
talked about the Workforce Restructure and
the Workforce Plan 2011-2012, which ignited
some lengthy discussions and provided both
Chris and Matt with the opportunity to clarify
the reasoning behind the restructure and the
anticipated benefits for volunteers as we move
towards the future.
The focus for the majority of Saturday’s sessions was ‘safety’ with Peter Nygaard providing
information related to ‘Unit Managers’ Safety
Obligations’ and reinforcing the importance
of adhering to SASES policy and procedure.
Trevor Arnold shared his experience of
being involved in occupational health and safety
investigations and how imperative it is that
SASES volunteers use their orange notebooks
to record their observations of incidents. These
notes may be vital to investigations in the event
of a reportable incident or an accident occurring. Trevor also discussed how important it
is that these notes recorded are the observation of the individual and not after discussions
with others.
The presentation on ‘Managing
Conflict and Grievances’ evoked quite a
few laughs without detracting from the
significance of the impact that ‘grievances’ can have on not only an individual but also a unit. All present were
provided with a copy of the Procedure
of SASES Grievance Resolution and the
process of natural justice for reference.
Robert Charlton and Robyn Coates
provided a very informative talk on
‘Business Continuity and Lessons
Learnt’. This was based on the experiences of the Port Lincoln SASES
unit members after a fire destroyed
their unit. From this experience and
the issues that the Port Lincoln crews
had to overcome it is evident that all
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SASES units must have contingency plans in
place, one of which all members have knowledge, in the event that a similar occurrence
happens to their unit.
The evening saw interesting presentations
from both Peter Nygaard on the SASES involvement following the Queensland floods and Jane
Abdilla from SPAM. Then Andrea Butler from
Whyalla SASES Unit (which also happens to
be my unit) presented the ‘State Emergency
Service Certificate of Appreciation’ that she had
travelled to Queensland to receive on behalf
of the SASES in recognition of the assistance
given by SASES volunteers and staff to Chris
Beattie. Andrea also gave a brief recount of
the presentation ceremony she attended in
Queensland.
The formalities of the evening concluded
with Chris presenting me with my SASES 10
Year Service Medal.
Sunday was an early start as we were back
in the Kerr Building to begin at 8.30am. I gave
an overview of the Training Framework. As is
usual, the discussion around training was very
energised and feedback around the modulated
training resources was very positive. It was
reassuring to know that the volunteers also
consider we are heading in the right direction.
Matt discussed ‘Visitor and Contractor
Management’ and once again there were areas
identified where tightening up is required. It is
critical that all unit members are familiar with
the SASES policies and procedures that have
been developed and implemented. These are
the framework of our organisation and compliance is required for legislative adherence,
audit and safety purposes.
Chris spoke on the Constitutions and Matt
on the Unit Position Descriptions and once
again both these topics caused some very active
discussion.
Derren Halleday presented a session on
‘Unit Based Skills Maintenance Training and
Annual Activity Calenders’ and the value of
not only formulating them, but making them
available to volunteers.
Dave Coombe from Campbelltown Unit
amazed us with a presentation on ‘Current
Technologies’ (Twitter, Web, AVL, GIS) and
demonstrated how these could be used within
SASES to enhance our service.
Asking questions and seeking clarification from Chris, Matt and headquarters staff
was encouraged throughout the entire weekends even during down time. The consensus
at the end of the weekend from the majority
in attendance was that this year’s forum was
very informative and one of the best for some
time, a weekend that was well worth the effort
to go to. <
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Local resident
Andrea Butler is a
great representative
for
Whyalla
Whyalla SES Unit
For five days in January and five days in February 2011,
Andrea helped out in Queensland as a member of two
of the SASES taskforces deployed to Queensland. >

T

wenty-year-old Andrea said she was honoured and delighted to have been chosen to represent the SASES, adding that
212 members of the South Australian SES had
been deployed to Queensland to assist with
the relief efforts.
Recently Andrea returned to Queensland
to represent the whole of South Australia
and accept a certificate from the Assistant
Director-General of Emergency Management

Andrea Butler and Chris Beattie.

Queensland, Bruce Grady. The SASES received
the ‘Certificate of Appreciation’ from the
Queensland SES for sending seven taskforces
to the state following the two disasters in January and February.
“A few weeks ago I received a phone call
from State Headquarters in Adelaide asking me
if I would like to go and represent South Australia and collect a certificate of appreciation
for the floods and cyclone that we attended,”
Andrea said. Andrea felt honoured to
go to Queensland to help with the clean
up and also to accept the certificate.
“It was pretty devastating and it was
definitely different, it was a good life
experience though and everyone was
grateful for our help,” she said.
Every state and territory and also
New Zealand were represented at the
awards ceremony in Queensland, as
they had all sent some form of support
to help out with the natural disasters.
Andrea also attended the Unit
Managers Forum at Brukunga in the
Adelaide Hills on the 26th and 27th of
November to present the certificate she
had accepted on behalf of the SASES
to Chief Officer Chris Beattie.
Andrea has been a member of
the SASES for almost three years and doesn’t
have any intentions of quitting. She told her
local paper, the Whyalla News, that she would
encourage people to come along and join as it
is a very fulfilling experience. <
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Lions Citizen of
the Year Award
Lions Citizen of the Year Award Presentation was on
Wednesday 26th October 2011 at Police Headquarters. >

y way of background, the President of
the Lions Club of the City of Adelaide
sponsors the ‘South Australian Citizen’s
Award’ which is presented annually with the
South Australia Police to the person who performs extraordinary service to assist police in
the performance of their duties.
The award consists of an individual shield,
a perpetual shield, and a frame citation outlining the basis for the nomination.
Dean Scott, President of the Lions Club
of the City of Adelaide said: “The recipient
is selected from nominations submitted by
Officers-in-Charge of the Local Service Areas
across the State. Nominations are based on letters and certificates of appreciation which have
been presented to members of the public in recognition of assistance given to SAPOL
in performance of police duties during
the past year. This year 13 nominations
were received and adjudicated upon by
the award selection panel consisting of
Lions Club members and senior SAPOL
members, with Commissioner Hyde
ratifying the successful nomination.
It is now my very great pleasure
to officially announce that the South
Australian Citizens’ Award for 2011 is
awarded to Mr Gordon Hartely, ESM,
in recognition of his ongoing commitment to assist South Australia Police.”
He then provided details of Gordon’s background, prior to asking
Assistant Commissioner Madeleine
Gly n n to present t he aw a rd to
Gordon. >

THE HISTORY OF GORDON HARTLEY ESM MAIES

G

ordon was born on 13th June 1935 in a
private hospital at Albertan, South Australia, being the first born child of William Colin Hartley and Linda Alvina Hartley.
The Hartley family’s first residence was at
the Myponga General Store owned by Linda’s
father Sydney James Deverson, where they lived
until 1937, when they moved to Port Lincoln
via the motor vessel Minnipa.
Whilst in Port Lincoln, Gordon attended
Port Lincoln Primary, but the stay was short,
only being for a year, as there was a shortage

of work, equipment and labour during World
War II, so Gordon’s father Bill sold out and
moved to Adelaide in 1941 to work for James
Eglingtons at West Croydon. The family initially lived at Woodstock Street and then Stoud
Terrace, Cheltenham.
Gordon attended Pennington Primary
school for five years, before the family moved
to Myponga in 1946, where he attended the
local primary school until he finished grade 7.
Even in these early days he played drums
in the school band. He then attended Willunga
High School to complete year 8.
He learnt to play clarinet and played in an
amateur hour competition in McLaren Flat

which he won. At the same time he also commenced as a boundary umpire at Myponga
with the Southern Football League.
By this time Gordon was working in the
family shop, picking up grocery orders by horseback around the area and then helping with the
deliveries and serving in the store until moving
to Port Lincoln in 1950, where he continued
his boundary umpiring at Port Lincoln with
Albee Laurence then Leland Vivian, and Robert
Edwards. He also played B grade football for
Tasman, and the Mable Range Football Clubs
prior to becoming a central unpire..
Gordon’s first work was at Lincoln Springs
as a labourer making drink crates and he then
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Gordon being presented his
Emergency Services Medal by
the then Governor Her Excellency
Marjorie Jackson.

started an apprenticeship with
City Motors Port Lincoln as a
motor mechanic. On completion
of his apprenticeship he was promoted to leading hand.
He joined the army CMF
on 19th February 1953 and was
called up to do National Service on 18 th August 1953 and
remained until 17th August 1958,
when he was discharged at the
rank of Sergeant. He has been
Secretary and a member of the
National Services Member Association and
a member of the RSL, where he was project
manager for the upgrade of the RSL Cemetery
Five Projects.
In 1962 Gordon re-enlisted in the Army
Reserve and remained a member until 1978
when he was discharged as Warrant Officer
Class Two an ASM.
Gordon left City Motors in 1957 to work at
the Bay Line Service Station for Geoff and Roy
Merchant, carrying out repairs and servicing
taxis and also driving both taxis and then buses
between Port Lincoln and Whyalla. He left Bay
Line Service Station in 1959 and started work
with the Highways Department as a regional
mechanic travelling around the west coast
between 1959 and 1961. He then transferred to
the Government Produce Department where
he worked as a mechanic fitter from 1961 until
1971. Gordon then joined the St John Ambulance as a full time officer for two years from
1971 until 1973 when he joined his brother
Roger in water treatment until 1984. During
this time he built the shop on the corner of
Shepherd Avenue and Mort Terrace.

Gordon started with the State Emergency
Service in Port Lincoln in 1978 and was Unit
Controller until 1984, when he was employed
as a full time officer until his retirement in
2002 at 68 years of age. But retirement wasn’t
for long, as Gordon joined as a volunteer, a
role he still continues. He established the West
Coordination Unit, where he is the current Unit
Manager. The Unit is also responsible for the
observation tower on Winter’s Hill.
Gordon has a daughter Sheryl Ann (King)
born on 23rd November 1962 from his first marriage and married his current wife Gwen in
1981 who had two children Megan (Jeffery) and
David, and he now has nine beautiful grandchildren to spoil.

OTHER VOLUNTEER ORGANISATIONS
GORDON HAS BEEN INVOLVED WITH IN THE
PORT LINCOLN AND DISTRICT REGION
Gordon joined the city band in 1955 and is
still a member and plays the bass drum. He is
a past member of Jaycee and the Rotary Club
of Port Lincoln. He is the past president or
chairman of the Kids Drop In Centres, Kids
Disabled Association, Salvation Army Red
Shield Appeal and the Red Cross Appeal and
Building Committee.
He has been a member of the Port Lincoln
Bowling Club since he was 32 years of age and
is now the longest playing member. He also
served as president and chairman of the social
committee, had three terms as club selector
and is still an active playing member.
Other past associations include the Port
Lincoln Motor Cycle Club, Port Lincoln Rifle
Club, Port Lincoln Tennis Club, Tasman and
Wangary Football Club, a past boundary umpire

and umpire of the Port Lincoln Football League
and a past president and committee member of
the Tunarama Committee from 1974 until 1984.
He was a Councillor for District Council
Lincoln/Lower Eyre for six years from 1987
to 1993 and a Councillor for the City of Port
Lincoln from 1979 to 1982, 1985 to 1987, 1995
to 1996 and again since 2006.
He is a past board member of the West
Coast Youth Service, the St John Ambulance
Service and the Port Lincoln Hospital, while
he currently serves on the Lower Eyre Road
Safety Committee as Chair, the Park and
Reserves Committee, the Pest Plant and Animal Committee.
Gordon is a Member of the Australian Institute of Emergency Services (MAIES) and the
SASES Volunteers’ Association for West Region.

MEDALS AND DECORATIONS AND
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
>> 2002 Queen’s Birthday Honours list
Emergency Services Medal for services
to the community
>> Reserve Force Medal
>> Australian Defence Force Medal
>> Efficiency Medal
>> National Medal and Bar for service
to Army and SES
>> Received the first Citizen of the Year
Award for services to the community
of Port Lincoln
>> 30 Year SES Service Medal
>> Received the Year of the Volunteer
Medal in 2001 in recognition as an
AIES volunteer
>> Certificate of Appreciation from the
Minister of Correctional Services for
support to the emergency radio monitoring service at the Port Lincoln prison for
15 years’ service
>> Certificate of Appreciation from the
Minister of Emergency Services in the
search and rescue of Whyalla Airlines
Flight 904
>> Received the City of Adelaide Lions/
SAPOL City of the Year Award for 2011.
Gordon’s ambition is to serve his community
until he is 80 years old and then he will reassess what he will do. At 80 he will have spent
58 years in uniform. <

Sergeant Gordon Hartley, photo taken in 1953.
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SES cadet receives award
Lyn Little | Enfield Unit

Parafield High school held their awards ceremony on
Wednesday 30th November 2011. >

O

ne of the awards presented was the New
Community Church Good Samaritan
award which was awarded to Michael
Bishop for his volunteering in the SES. Michael
,who is 15 years of age, is a member of both the
Enfield Unit and also FloodSafe.

“

Michael is a year 9 student and joined the
SES when he turned 13. He is a very active member of the Unit and completes any course he is
permitted to do. He is also very active with the
FloodSafe crew and participates with the other
members on educating members of the community about safety
near f lood waters
and what they can
do to help protect
their properties.
The award was
presented to Michael
by Senior Pastor
Geoff Hohneck. <

He is a very
active member of
the unit and completes
any course he is
permitted to do.

2011 National
Emergency Management
Volunteers Summit
report and transcripts now available online

The Summit report and transcripts from the 2011 National
Emergency Management Volunteers Summit are now
available online at http://www.em.gov.au/Volunteers/Pag
es/2011NationalEmergencyManagementVolunteersSummit.
aspx. >

The Department would like to take this opportunity to thank:
>> all participants for their contributions
towards the Summit
>> the facilitators and scribes who assisted
throughout the two days
>> the Summit working group and the Australian Emergency Management Volunteer Forum for their work towards the
event and resultant reports
>> the Australian Taxation Office for their
financial support, and importantly,
>> the employers and families who released
participants to attend the Summit.
The Department looks forward to seeing
how participants, volunteer organisations and
volunteer agencies utilise the recommendations
from the 2011 Volunteers Summit. <
The Summit Organisers
Attorney-General’s Department, Canberra
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Access all areas

You could save $1,000s
with Police Credit Union
As the Manager of Private Banking at Police Credit Union,
I’m excited to launch our new relationship with the SES
and introduce you to all of the benefits that are now
available to you, thanks to the Advantage package. >

No matter where you’re based across the
state, Police Credit Union can provide
you with access to your money and timely
advice.
View your account balance, pay bills
and transfer money wherever you are using
Internet, IVY Phone and Mobile Banking, all
free of charge.^
You can deposit cash or cheques at the
Post Office using Bank@Post, withdraw
money at your local branch, using any of the
3,400 rediATMs or take cash out when you
use EFTPOS.

Gain access to your very
own Private Banker – for free!

Your role gives you
a decided Advantage

As an Advantage member, you instantly
gain access to our team of Private Bankers,
regardless of your income or account
balance.
The team are here to support you in all
areas of your banking throughout all stages
of your life and become your branch at the
end of the phone!
We can help with a range of financial
situations, from walking you through the
process of purchasing a home to assisting
you to move from another financial
institution.
Whether you’re based locally or
regionally, one call to us connects you to a
dedicated team of financial experts as well
as our extensive range of market-leading
products and services.
To find out more about the Advantage
package or to sign up today, call Adrian
Ploksts, Manager of Private Banking, on
0412 289 267.

Thanks to our new relationship, each
volunteer and employee of the SES can
now qualify for the Advantage package
simply by having their payroll directed to
their Police Credit Union membership.
There are no upfront or annual fees, and
the range of special discounts could save
you big dollars!
A great example is the Advantage Home
Loan – the discounted variable rate can
literally save you $1,000s in interest when
you compare it to the standard variable
rates of the big four banks.
Benefits of the package include:
>> Advantage Home Loan – minimum
0.50% off our standard variable rate
>> 50% discount on all loan application fees

^Free transactions does not include periodical
payments (excluding iSavings account). Qualifying
criteria, terms & conditions apply. AFSL/Australian
Credit Licence 238991. Police Credit Union Ltd (PCU)
ABN 30 087 651 205 acts under its own AFSL and
under an agreement with the issuer QBE Insurance
(Australia) Limited (QBE) ABN 78 003 191 035,
AFSL 239545. The information provided herein does
not take into account your personal needs, objectives
and financial circumstances. Please consider your
circumstances and the Product Disclosure Statement
available from PCU for the relevant insurance product
to decide if a product is right for you.

Security and strength
for over four decades
Founded on February 2, 1970, the Police
Credit Union was originally started by
a group of senior police officers. These
officers literally turned their caps upside
down on pay day, pooling their funds
together in order to provide loans to other
officers.
While we’re now open to the public,
we first expanded our core bond in 1975
to support those who dedicate their lives to
serving the community and preserving life.
As I am sure you will agree, the SES
clearly forms part of this family.
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>> No monthly account keeping fees
>> Unlimited free direct debits and over the
counter branch withdrawals
>> 0.15% bonus on Term Deposits
(excluding special offers)
>> Complementary Financial Planning
consultation
>> 50% discount on the standard
Statement of Advice fee
>> Up to 10% Multi-Policy discount on
eligible insurance policies
>> And much more!
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Around the Units

Port Broughton members from left to right: Craig
Stringer, Unit Manager Jeff Kerley, James Dolling and
Charles Dolling.

Yorke
Peninsula
Field Days
SES was again active at the
biennial Yorke Peninsula Field
Days with its promotional tent
and demonstrations.
Pictured from left to right: Wendy
Williams of Burra, Dennis Murphy
of Bute and Robyn Holthouse
RAO of North Region.

Poultry
Portions
26 Frew St, Adelaide, SA
Ph: (08) 8212 6633

Proudly supporting the local SES Volunteers
“The worst in nature - The best in us”

Kids Helpline
1800 55 1800
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Wild winds lash trees and towers
Residents urged to check for rusty structures

T

here was a windy wake-up call for residents
when strong winds lashed the area.
The alarm was raised by the Bureau of Meteorology about 6.30am.
State Emergency Service crews were kept busy
with at least two television towers down in Port
Pirie and one in Laura while various trees were also
uprooted, including in Memorial Park where a mature
tree fell across a path.
Resident of Butterick Street, Marie Mullin, did
not hear her tower falling, but the damage to the
corner of her home was hard to miss.
“We are lucky that the antenna eased down to
only clip the corner, but there is some damage that
will need attention,” she said.
State Emergency Service
State Training Officer for the
North Region, Sue Gage, likened the wind activity to the
cyclonic winds responsible
for bending towers here in
past years.
After cordoning the area
and warning people to keep
clear, she was asked of her
advice to residents concerned
about the winds, to which
she replied that prevention

State Emergency Service crew members
Sue Gage and Travis Smith went to the scene of
a fallen television tower in Butterick Street.
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was better than cure and so
homeowners should maintain regular checks of the
condition of their antennas.
“Given that these steel structures can cause structural damage, it is best for home-owners to provide
maintenance and watch for unsafe or rusty antennae
to prevent such damage occurring,” she said.

A big tree crashed to the ground
in Memorial Park.

This television tower developed a
lean last week. It was resting
against this Senate Road house.
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PADDY helped several SES units
get into the spirit of Christmas
Christmas
Xmas comes around but once
a year
The mistletoe it is hung.
The time has come to celebrate
When the elderly mix with the
young.
The reindeer travel through the
sky
Pulling Santa in his sleigh.
He travels the whole world over
To celebrate his special day.
This is the one and only day of
the year
When the enemy becomes a
friend.
You all have a drink together
And presents you do send.
You wake up in the morning
And look in your Xmas sock.
It’s time to open the presents
To see what you have got.

Paddy at Stirling Pageant with
Mount Barker Unit plus belly dancers
on 20th November 2011.

You think of all the people
Where Xmas does not come.
You wish they were here with you
But nothing can be done.
The Christmas dinner is ready
The pork, it tastes so nice.
The turkey is ever so tender
The pudding, surrounded by rice.
So let’s get on with the party
With the friends we all have
here.
So I wish you all a merry Xmas
And have a Happy New Year.

Bob Pycroft

Paddy at Port Adelaide Enfield Pageant
on 19th November 2011 with Enfield Unit.
Paddy at the Renmark Christmas
Pageant with Renmark SES on
2nd December 2011.

Unit Manager | Tumby Bay
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Letters
Margaret Smith
Unit Manager
SES Quorn SA
Dear Margaret,
I write to express our sincere thanks for the huge
efforts that your unit made on Sunday 9th October
in rescuing Marie from the Mt Ohlssen Bagge track
at Wilpena. The reputation of SES units and the selfless commitment of their volunteers everywhere is
well known and experiencing it firsthand, through
your unit in action, was very impressive.
Following evacuation by ambulance to Hawker
hospital it was confirmed that Marie had broken her
ankle. About midnight on Sunday she was transferred
to Royal Adelaide Hospital by air ambulance. After

Dear Cindy, Craig and SES men x 4,
On the 7 th of September 2011, this amazing
team of people worked tirelessly to carry me via
stretcher, down rocky terrain, in order to receive
medical care.
I am so grateful for all your hard work and compassion in executing this operation calmly, with care,
professionalism and concern.
No words can really capture my gratitude to you

the swelling subsided, Marie underwent surgery to
have a plate and screws inserted to ensure the broken
bones mend correctly. She will be unable to place any
weight on the leg for six weeks.
On Monday (10th) I followed Marie to Adelaide
after returning to Rawnsley for the caravan. I put
Marie on a commercial flight to Melbourne on Thursday (13th) after her discharge from RAH and I drove
on to Melbourne arriving back home on Saturday
(15th). I regret that I was not able to visit SES Quorn
after the accident.
Please pass on our thanks to all concerned. It is
impossible to imagine how we would have managed
without you.
Kindest regards,
Bernie (and Marie) Duckworth

all. Please find enclosed for each of you a small token
of my thanks.
A particular, special, thanks to Craig, who not
only coordinated the other men, but ensured my well
being and mental state remained as calm as possible
(under such circumstances).
With many thanks,
Muriel Noujaim
Care of St Aloysius College, South Australia

Thanks
Hi, I am the resident of 230 Old South Road,
Old Reynella.
I was home at the time the bus ploughed into
my house. A giant thank you for attending the scene
and making me feel more comfortable. I always have
appreciated your fine efforts at your own risk – and
now even more – so a special thanks.
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Letters
We survived thanks to saviours on the high seas
In relation to the article “People’s lives at risk” (The
Recorder, September 29), my wife and I feel compelled
to respond to Mr Hill’s comments about reliability
and suitability of the current SES unit.
Having been involved in a major boating incident in January of this year, we find it incredible how
anyone could say that the current service provided
by the SES out of Port Pirie cannot be relied upon.
While fishing some four kilometres out from
Weeroona Island, we watched this vessel and its
more-than-able crew tow a boat, which had broken
down, past us and safely into port, little realising
that we would need the help
and expertise of this close-knit
unit ourselves within the hour.
On this particular evening
the wind had whipped the sea
up far more than had been
forecast.
Without going into too
much detail, our five-anda-half-metre boat sank – we
were fishing one minute and
swimming the next.
My wife had just enough
time to ring triple zero and
then we were in the water – the boat and all our possessions gone, with just 20 centimetres of the nose
of the boat showing above the surface.
After a very gruelling swim, we managed to make
the channel and climb a beacon.

“

It was there that the rescue crew found us – cold,
exhausted, cut and bruised, but alive.
My wife was highly distressed and it took the
courage, gentleness and expertise of one of our rescuers, Peter, to climb the beacon and help my wife
to safety.
The crew were fantastic – we were in shock and
they looked after us. After delivering us safely back
to shore, they went back to the accident site, located
and retrieved our sunken boat and delivered that back
to land – thus minimising risk to other boat users.
Their vessel handled the conditions with incredible ease and my estimate put
the sea at well above a metreand-a-half. The crew was
professional, caring and well
trained. That probably should
have been the extent of their
involvement with us, but they
invited us to their base for a
“debrief ” about two weeks
after the accident.
They showed us over the
vessel and their equipment and
even offered to help my wife
with her new-found fear of the
sea – they went well above and beyond the call of
duty. Despite advice to the contrary, this crew took
to the sea to search for us in the dark and in rough
conditions.
My wife and I will be eternally grateful for their
expertise, seamanship, professionalism and their
caring and compassionate natures.
To the crew (and you all know who you are), Kym
and I, as well as many others, certainly hope you are
around and equally dedicated for many more years to
come – you girls and guys are heroes, heroines and
lifesavers in the truest sense of the words.

… you girls
and guys are
heroes, heroines
and lifesavers in
the truest sense
of the words.

Tony and Kym Holden, Port Pirie
The Recorder, Thursday November 17, 2011
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SASESVA Clothing and General Merchandise

All prices GST inclusive

Tax invoice ABN 57 187 794 493

Item No.

Type

Description

VAPS1

Polo shirt Men’s

Navy blue Micromesh Cool Dry Polo Shirt
with knitted collar “State Emergency
Service” and knitted cuffs “Rescue”.
SES logo on left chest. No pocket.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge,
2XLarge, 3XLarge, 4XLarge, Custom made
to order.

$46.00

VAPS1L

Polo Shirt Ladies cut

Navy blue Micromesh cool dry polo shirt with
knitted collar “State Emergency Service”
and knitted cuffs “Rescue”. SES logo on left
chest. No pocket.
Sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, Then refer to Men’s
polo shirt sizing.

$46.00

VAPS2

Polo shirt Men’s

Navy blue Micromesh Cool Dry Polo Shirt
with knitted collar “State Emergency
Service” and knitted cuffs “Rescue”.
SES logo on left chest. With pocket.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge,
2XLarge, 3XLarge, 4XLarge, Custom made
to order.

$47.00

VASPS3

Polo shirt Men’s

Blue/White Cross Dye Polo Shirt with knitted
collar “State Emergency Service” and knitted
cuffs “Rescue”. SES logo on left hand chest.
No pocket.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge,
2XLarge, 3XLarge, 4XLarge, Custom made
to order.

$44.00

VASPS3L

Polo shirt Ladies cut

Blue/White Cross Dye Polo Shirt with knitted
collar “State Emergency Service” and knitted
cuffs “Rescue”. SES logo on left hand chest.
No pocket.
Sizes: 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, Then refer to Men’s
polo shirt sizing.

$44.00

VAPS4

Polo shirt Men’s

Blue/White Cross Dye Polo Shirt with knitted
collar “State Emergency Service” and knitted
cuffs “Rescue”. SES logo on left hand chest.
With pocket.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge,
2XLarge, 3XLarge, 4XLarge, Custom made
to order.

$45.00

VAV1

Vest

Shower-proof reversible vest with polar
fleece inner and full zip with SES logo
on the outside left hand chest.
Johnny Bobbin brand.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge,
2XLarge, 3XLarge.

$45.00

VAPF1

Polar Fleece 1/2 Zip

Navy blue 1/2 polar fleece jumper with SES
logo on left hand chest. Winning Spirit.
Sizes: XXSmall, XSmall, Small, Medium,
Large, XLarge, 2XLarge, 3XLarge, 4XLarge,
5XLarge.

$39.00

VAPF2

Polar Fleece Jacket

Navy blue full zip bonded polar fleece
jacket with SES logo on left hand chest.
Winning Spirit.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge,
2XLarge, 3XLarge, 4XLarge, 5XLarge.

$46.00
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Size

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total cost
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SASESVA Clothing and General Merchandise

All prices GST inclusive

Tax invoice ABN 57 187 794 493

Item No.

Type

Description

VAWBH

Wide Brim Hat

Akubra style. Synthetic, putty colour
with SES logo embroidered on front.
Bushie plus brand.

Size

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total cost

$43.00

Small 55cm to 57cm
Large 59cm to 61cm
SEST

Tie

SES

$27.50

LZ0910

Waistbag

Leather - back pocket area, plus 3 front zip
areas and phone pouch.

$17.50

LZ43003

Waistbag Large

Leather - 7 compartments of varying sizes,
2 being large and phone pouch.

$19.50

HIO888

Waistbag

Aspen - large back pocket and 2 zip areas,
phone pouch plus has clips for water bottles.

$8.80

HIO941

Bicycle Bag

Features courier style straps.

SESWB

Water bottle Black

SESTM

Thermal Mug

Blue

$7.70

Thermal Mug

Black

$7.70

MYOV

Badge

Mini Year of the Volunteer.

$2.20

MPP

Mobile phone pouch

Orange with SES logo.

$5.50

Paddy

Soft Toy

Paddy the Platypus 28cm high plush soft toy.

Delivery costs Sa
Up to 5 garments $12.00
Up to 10 garments $15.00
Up to 15 garments $20.00
Miscellaneous items $15.00

$25.00
$4.40

$20.00

ORDER TOTAL
PLUS DELIVERY
TOTAL

Please send your completed order to SASESVA with a cheque for the total amount to GPO Box 2706, Adelaide SA 5001
Orders can be emailed to either susan@sasesva.org.au or faxed to 8410 3115
Delivery Instructions
Name
Unit
Contact number
Mailing address
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Blue Light brings police and youth together
to provide young people with positive lifestyle
alternatives and strategies to avoid becoming an offender or
victim of crime. Visit www.bluelight.com.au for more info.
The underlying factors governing
all Blue Light activities is that
they must be:
• Free from alcohol
• Free from drugs
• Free from anti-social behaviour
• and FUN!

We do more than just dance

